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1. INTRODUCTION 

Following [6], Milnor defined a group St(/i) in [4], where A is an 
arbitrary associative ring with unit. In this paper, we give a normal form for 
elements of St(A). This normal form, a cousin of the Bruhat decomposition, 
was originally inspired by the geometry of pseudo-isotopy theory. However, 
the present treatment is purely algebraic, and can be regarded as an 
extension of the idea embodied in the Whitehead identity (cf. [7, p. 51 or [ 1, 
p. 2261). 

Let L and U be the subgroups of St(A) corresponding to the lower and 
upper triangular matrices, with I’s down the diagonal, and let P be the 
subgroup corresponding to the permutation matrices (cf. Section 2 for precise 
definitions). Our first main result is the: 

DECOMPOSITION THEOREM FOR St@). St(A) = LPLU. 

A proof of this is given in Section 3. We announced this theorem, without 
proof, in [3, p. 2481. It is interesting to note that there is in general no 
unstable analogue of Theorem 3.4 in any dimension. Indeed any n x n 
mart-ix of the form given, with ,4 = Z, has one of the entries of the first row 
congruent to kl modulo the ideal generated by the previous entries in the 
first row. But E(n, Z) contains elements not satisfying this for every n > 1. 

Theorem 3.4 does not address the question of the uniqueness of the decom- 
position of elements in the fo;m indicated. Just as in the case of the Bruhat 
decomposition (cf. [2, p. 28]), our decomposition is not unique. For example, 
if I’ = p- ‘Ip E L, where 1 E L, p E P, then t’p =pl’ shows the non-uniqueness. 
This is the first of three kinds of relations R 1, R,, R, among normal forms, 
all in the same spirit, which are described in Section 4. Our second main 
result (Theorem 4.3) is the: 
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STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR St(A). The decomposition of elements of 
St(A) given by the decomposition theorem is unique, up to the changes 
generated in a certain way by the relations R I) R 2, and R 3. 

The proof of this goes farther, and gives the action of left multiplication of 
St(A) on the set of normal forms; thus one can write down a closed formula 
for the normal form of the product of two normal forms. 

In Section 8 we give some extensions, in certain cases, of the structure 
theorem to E(A) and GL(A ). 

Finally, we remark that in [5] we gave an analogous result for the “non- 
hyperbolic part” of the Unitary Steinberg group. The results of this paper 
can be used to complete the description in the Unitary case. 

2. THE MATRIX NOTATION FOR ELEMENTS OF St(A) 

The following standard notation agrees with that of [4]. 

an arbitrary ring with identity 1. 
the subgroup of GL(A) generated by the elementary 
matrices ei, A E A, i, j distinct positive integers. 
the Steinberg group, generated by symbols tij subject to the 
relations 

x;tij = tij+fl, 

[xj, xf,] = 1 if i#i, j#k 

=xjy if i # I, j = k. 

0: St(A) + E(A) the homomorphism sending xi H e$. 
L the subgroup of St(A) generated by tij, 1 E A, i > j. 
u the subgroup of St(A) generated by $j, A E A, i < j. 
P the subgroup of St(A) generated by the elements 

wij = x$x/; ‘Xij. 

The corresponding unstable notions are denoted by E(n, A), St(n, A), 4, 
L,, U,,, P,. Moreover 1, or sometimes 1, if we wish to emphasize the 
dimension, will denote the identity in any of these groups. 

We shall now discuss the “matrix-like” notation for elements of St(A) 
which we shall use in the sequel. Roughly, the idea is that certain elements of 
St(A) are canonically determined by their images in E(A), and hence may be 
denoted by matrices. We develop this idea into a modest calculus, using 
square brackets for matrices denoting elements of St(A) and round brackets 
for ordinary matrices. This device, and the lemmas given without proof 
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below, appear in [5, Sect. 11. We include them here for the convenience of 
the reader. 

LEMMA 2.1. # induces isomorphisms L = $L and U 2: @Cl. 

This lemma enables us to determine elements of L and U by their matrix 
images in E(4). We can extend this mildly by using: 

LEMMA 2.2. The map L x U + L U sending (A, p) H &I is a bijection. 

ProoJ ~,B=,I’$ implies I’-‘d =$,c-’ E Ln U= 1 by Lemma 2.1. Thus 
,I=1’ and,u=$. 

Lemma 2.2 allows us to determine elements of LU by their matrix images 
in E(n). 

Since every automorphism a of St@) preserves the center, which is ker #, 
it induces an automorphism E of E(A). We have: 

LEMMA 2.3. The homomorphism Aut St(A) + Aut E(A) sending a + 6 is 
an isomorphism. 

Lemma 2.3 allows us to make sense of expressions of the form x” = a-‘xa, 
where a E GL(A), x E St@), by regarding it as the image of x under the 
automorphism corresponding to conjugation by a. 

Let us say that x E St@) has dimension n if it lies in the image of 
St(n, .4). (Perhaps we should say “dimension at most n.“) Then if x, y E 
St(A), with x of dimension n, we denote by x @ y, or the “matrix” [X Y 1, 
the expression xq’“, where K E GL(A) is any permutation matrix sending 
n + i ++ i for i = 1, 2,..., dim y. This depends on the choice of dim x but not 
on dim y or rr as may be seen from the following: 

LEMMA 2.4. Zf x E St(/i) with 4(x) E E(n, ,4), then axa-’ =x for a = 

( ‘n *) E GL(A). 

Next we give several commutation relations for St(A). 

LEMMA 2.5. 

Cal [" y][i 1]=[J2 l][" J 

@I [" ,][I ;I=[' xz;-'][ x y]. 

Thus expressions like [: ,] and [” ; ] make good sense if x, y E St@) 
and z is a matrix of appropriate size. We shall sometimes abuse this notation 
by using z E St@) for which one should read $(z). 
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DEFINITION. u E U and 1 E L are permutable if both lie in pLp-’ for 
some p E P. 

LEMMA 2.6. If u E U and 1 E L are pet-mutable, then ul E LU. 

Proof: The argument of [2, p. 27-281 applies to any ring to show that 
L = (L npLp-‘) . (L npUp-I). Hence 

p-‘Lp=(p-‘Lpf-IL). (p-lLpf-IU)cLU. 

Finally, we set 

%I@)= [ 2 1”][ l, -;;‘I[ ‘a J E St(A), 
where a E GL(n, A). Note that 

4@4,,(4) = (4a -“-’ ) and w,,,(a) = a-+f-kl(l,b. 

We widen this notation by: abbreviating wz,i(-1,) to w, E P; extending in 
the obvious way to include o,,,(a) E St(A); and abusing it by writing We,, 
(where x E St(A) is of dimension n) in place of oi,,(#x). 

3. THE REDUCTION IDENTITY IN St(A) 

We are concerned here with the following identity in GL(A): 

lHA x1 ‘I(” 1) 

. ( BFD B). ( l -y’). (3.1) 

Of course, this identity may be verified by direct multiplication. If we take 
A, C E B and B, D E E (where we write $(P) = p, etc.), then (3.1) shows that - - 
PLPL c LPLU, and hence the latter subset of E(A) is stable under left 
multiplication by E But it is obviously also stable under left multiplication 
by L, and since p and E generate E(A), we obtain 

---- 
E(A) = LPLU. (3.2) 

This equation is the analogue in E(A) of our first main theorem: 

DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 3.3. St(A) = LPLU. 

If we regard A, B, C, D as elements of St(A) then the factors of (3.1) all 
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make sense as elements of St(A), via the matrix notation of Section 2. Here 
we regard [ -, ‘1 as wz,,(-1). Indeed the proof given above for the equality 
(3.2) applies to give (3.3) in virtue of: 

PROPOSITION 3.4 (The Reduction Identity for St(A)). Equation (3.1) 
holds in St@). 

Proof Manipulating by the rules of Section 2 we have 

ABCD = ABCD 
[ 

I (CD)-’ 
1 ][-A, I][;D I][ I -(“f 

I- 

=AB[ l : I[‘1 1 I[” l][& I][ t -(? 

=AB [: l ]%W) [c l I[& l ][ l -y- I 
l xz 

[ tABI- I l I[“” l ]%(-u[ c 1] 

x [c”D 1 ][ l -‘“f’-‘1 

= (AB)-’ [ l l][” l]oI.Lo[c 11 

x [BED B][ l -y’]. 

4. THE STRUCTURE THEOREM: 
STATEMENT AND SKETCH OF PROOF 

-1 

1 
I 

In this section we give a description of all possible ways of writing an 
element of St(A) as an element of LPLU, and give an outline of the proof, 
which is analogous to the proof of Matsumoto’s theorem (cf. [4, Sects. 11 
and 121). 

Let A’ = L x P x LCJ, and let R, be the equivalence relation on it 
generated by the following elementary relations: 

R,: (Al, R, A’P) - (A R, l”A’P), where I, I” E L. 

R,: (4 m J’Pu) - (& 71, PJ’P), where p = lul’ E P, &I’ E L, u E U and 
u and 1’A’ are permutable (cf. Section 2). 

R,: (A n, A’P) - (JP, np, @‘Pn where p E P has the form (‘n 4), 
#(AlrA’,~u) E E(n, A) and Ap, L’p E L, ,up E U. 
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Next we consider two maps: 

(4.1) .: L ~z-,z/R, 

I * (A, R, A’,u) = (U, 71, I’p)), 

(4.2) .:Px&A/R, 

p * (A R, L’Pu) = ([ 1 
(PA)- 

, 1 ]7P%nY [& J[” -(X;)-‘]). 

The latter map is well defined, independently of n, since increasing n (i.e., 
increasing the block size) has the effect of conjugating each “matrix” by a 
permutation which fixes the first n coordinates. By virtue of R,, this is no 
change at all in J/R,. Now let R be the smallest equivalence relation on A’ 
containing R, and having the property xRy =s- a . xRa . y for all a E L or P. 
We set A(,4) = A/R. Our second main result is: 

STRUCTURE THEOREM 4.3. The map A’+ St(A) sending (1, R, n’p) -+ M’,u 
induces a bijection of sets v/: A(A) + St(A). 

In view of Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 3.4, v/ is well defined; moreover, 
the decomposition Theorem 3.3 shows w  is surjective. The procedure for 
showing it is injective is to construct a transitive lefr action of St(A) on A(A) 
such that w  becomes equivariant with respect to this action and the action of 
left multiplication of St(A) on itself. Suppose we have such an action. Then if 
vx = ~4’ write y = ax for a E St(A). Thus w(x) = u/(ax)= aw(x) and so 
a = 1 and y =x and w  is injective. It remains to construct the action. It is 
built up in stages. In Section 5 we describe the actions of L and P on A(A) 
which arise from formulas 4.1 and 4.2. In Section 6 we put these actions 
together to obtain an action of St(A) on A(A), and show that IY is 
equivariant. In Section 7 we finish the proof of Theorem 4.1 by showing the 
action is transitive. 

5. THE ACTIONS OF L AND P ON A(A) 

We begin by noting that the condition xRy =E- a . xRa . y for a E L or P 
means that formulas (4.1) and (4.2) induce maps 

(5.1) .:LxA(/!)+A(A), 

(5.2) a: PxA(/I)+A(A). 

It is perhaps remarkable that in the sequel we shall not use the relation R 
directly, but rather we shall use the existence of these two maps, together 
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with the elementary relations R,, R, and R, . Indeed R 3 will be used only 
once more, in the proof of Proposition 5.5. 

Now the map (5.1) obviously gives a left action of L on A(A). However, 
the fact that (5.2) yields an action must be proved. 

PROPOSITION 5.3. Formula (4.2) yields a left action of P on A(A). 

Proof: First we show that 1 . (A, n, A’,u) = (13, n, A’lu). The left-hand side is 

=([: 1 lTZ[A 1 I[’ KIII[-fn II’ 
(f;, 1 ][” -“y’-‘I) byR, 

= (A, 7G A’P) ‘wR,- 

Next we show that p . (q . (,I, x, A’,u)) = (pq) . (A, x, A’p). The left-hand 
side is 

x 

=Z 

P -(d’) - ’ (??A’)- ‘ 
X 1 -(qil-’ -1 

1 by R, 

1 I) 
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pw2nqwnR=pqw”R[; $ l] [” q; -:I [:i, 1 1 
to get 

I 71 1 -4 1 1 1 

by& 

= the right-hand side by R, . 

We end this section by giving two propositions which relate the effects of 
the actions of L and P on A(A). 

PROPOSITION 5.4. If p E P and 1 E L satisfy lp E L, then Ip . a =p-’ . 1 . 
p.aforalZaEA(A). 

Proof. Setting a = (A, z, A’,D), the right-hand expression is 

X 

[ 

p -@A’)-’ @A’)-’ 
1 -(pl)-’ -1 

1 
1 I) 

p --(id/)-’ @A’)-’ 
X 

1 -(PA)-’ -1 
1 I! byR,. 

1 
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Now we use ~-‘w~,,~o,Tc = M,U~U~ where u, = w4,,(n), u, = ~~~~(-1). 
and u3 = q,*(-p) to reduce to 

,a -(??A’)-’ (n/l’)- 
1 

X 
-1 

1 by& 

1 

p -@A’)-’ (7d’)-’ 
X 

1 -1 
1 by&, 

1 

p -@A’)- @A’)-’ 

X 
1 

1 by R, 

1 

=p- ‘Ip * (A, II, L’p) byR,. 

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let w = w,,E P and x=xb E L. Then x - 0-l . x . 
wax-a=w.aforallaEA(A). 
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Proof: Itsuffkestoshowthatx.w~x.a=o~x-‘.w.a.Weseta= 
(A, n, A’p) so that 

[ 

1’ p -@A’)-’ (%I’)-’ 
IRA 1 1 -(cd-’ -1 x-‘uhd’ x-‘oil X-’ 1 

1 (on)-’ 1 I[ 1 I) 

1 

A’ 
Ad A 

x-‘UAd’ x-‘cd x-1 
-7d 1 1 

r p --(dy (d’)-’ 
1 -(cd)-’ -1 

1 bR,. 

1 

Now we write ww2,ww,a = WO,~~,~(-(U)(~~,, @w) w,+,(n) and use R, to 
get 

A’ p -@A’)-’ hi A 1 -(WA)-’ 
x-‘WM’ x-‘WA x-1 1 

dJ 1 I[ 1 I) 
1 

= (ox-‘cd)-’ 1 1 7 ‘-0, nw,,A-w)( 1 ln 0 WI9 
XU-’ 1 A’ 

I[ p -@A’)-’ hd’ L 1 -(d- ’ byR,. 
x-‘uhd x-‘d x-’ 1 
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Now use the fact that WX- ’ = xx-” and R, to obtain 

i[ 

1 
= (ux-‘WA)-’ 1 1 3 ww,71q,2(--0), 

XU-’ 1 

[ 

I’ I[ p -@A’)-’ hd’ A 1 
xx - L*uM’ xx- “Cd x 

-(Q-y- ’ 
X I) 

I 

x 
= (x-‘wx-‘cd)-’ 1 1 3 ww, ~~~,z(-~), x0 - ‘x 1 

1’ 1 I[ p -@A’)-’ hdt 1 
x-“Uhd x-“WA 1 

-ey 1 I) byR,. 
x 

Next we use the fact that x-‘WX-‘w = wx in E(A), together with 
conjugation by l,, @ w  and the relation R, to obtain 

= ([(A& 1 l] ~uu,~u3.*(-ln)r 

[ ;;h; ;; x] [” -(n:‘)-’ -:‘I) byR, 

= (i (ux:)-l 1 
(wx)-’ x-l 

] 9uun7b [l ‘1 l] 
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l ]@%a,; [x;;A, x$ -‘“;“-‘I) byR, 
=x.w.x.a. 

6. THE ACTION OF St(A) ON A(4) 

We first construct an action of U on A(A). If u E U, there always exist 
elements p E P such that up E L. We define 

u.a=p.UP.p-l -a for aEA(A). (6.1) 

Of course (6.1) is independent of the choice ofp by virtue of Proposition 5.4, 
and hence gives an action of U on A(A). 

Now we combine the actions of L and II to obtain an action of L*U (the 
free product) on A(A). Let N be the kernel of the canonical epimorphism 
L*u+ St@). 

PROPOSITION 6.2. The action of L*U on A(A) is trivial on N, and passes 
down to an action of St(A) on A(A) extending the action of P. 

Proof: N c L* U is generated by elements of the form 

i # I, j # k, where A, p E A (cf. Section 2), 

i# 1. 
(6.3) 

Of course, when the factors xi, etc. in an expression of one of the forms 
given by (6.3) all lie in L, or all lie in U, then the expression is identically 1, 
and so acts trivially. When the factors are of mixed type, we can always 
choose an element rr E P, such that by conjugating each factor by z we 
obtain an expression all of whose factors lie in L. Thus it sufftces to show 
that n&,x$, E L*U acts like ~{n~=,(x$)~} 71-l E L*P, where we 
assume (x$J E L for all q. This follows by induction on s, once we note 
that it holds for s = 1, either by Definition 6.1 or by Proposition 5.4. Finally 
we note that the formula given in Proposition 5.5 shows that the action of 
the generators of P via the action induced from St(A) is the same as their 
action via the original action of P given by (4.2). 

We finish this section by showing that the map w: A(A) + St(A) induced 
by sending (A, z, A’p) -+ M’,u is equivariant with respect to the left action of 
St(/i) on A(/i) described above and the canonical left action of St(A) on 
itself. We need only check the equivariance for elements of P and L since 
these generate St@). For elements of L, this is obvious, and for elements of 
P this follows from the Reduction Identity (3.4) applied to the definition of 
the action of P. 
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7. THE ACTION IS TRANSITIVE 
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In this section we complete the proof of the structure theorem by showing 
the action of St(A) on A(A) is transitive. This we do in a series of lemmas. 

LEMMA 7.1. Ifp E P, then p . (1, I, A’P) = (1, p, 1’~). 

Proof. 

P.(l*lqk’P)= ([,!, ] ],P%[;: ]I[” -:“I) 

= ( 
= ( 
= (1 

p!* ] ]A[!; I][” I]) byRz 

1 ]].P3 [“’ ]I[” ]I) byRl 
p, fJ’.u )* 

LEMMA 7.2. If A E L then 1 . (1, 1, 1’~) = (1, 1, M’P). 

Proof: ~~(l,l,A’~)=(~,1,1’~)=(1,1,M’~)byR,. 

LEMMA 7.3. 1’ ;I .(I, LPu)=(l, I, 1” I:],. 

Proof: One easily verities that 

[’ 1 I=[: -; I]~341 ; 1]-3.w-~ I I]. 
Now by Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 we have 

[’ :, ,]-3w[~l I l].(lJ~P) 

=( [ l ; I] 9W3.1(-l)YI [-: I I]Y) 

=([I ; l]J,[: 1 I][’ 1 -j/j byRz 

=(I,],[; I, ]I[’ I-)] byR,. 
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Hence 

1 u [ 1 , . (1, 1, 1) 

=([:-: Jv[-: : ,I[’ 
=(LL[” ‘t ,]) byR,- 

by& 

COROLLARY 7.4. If u E U, then u - (1, 1, 1) = (1, 1, u). 

Proof If u is 2 X 2 this follows from Lemma 7.3. If u is n X n write it as 
ll=[’ U,~]~,where~isn-l~n-l.Then 

by induction 

by 7.3. 

PROPOSITION 7.5. St(A) acts transitiwly on A(A). 

Proof: The preceding lemmas combine to yield M’,u . (1, 1, 1) = 

(A, 71, A’P). 

8. REMARKS ON SOME EXTENSIONS OF THE 
STRUCTURE THEOREM 

As we noted in Section 3, the decomposition theorem certainly holds in 
E(/i). What can be said about the structure theorem in that context? The 
difficulty arises in trying to control the kernel of 0 = K&l) as we pass from 
St@) to E(A). If we are not careful, it will give rise to relations in E(I1) 
which are not consequences of our standard relations R,, R,, R, via the 
maps (4.1) and (4.2). However, if K,(A) arises in P itself (as it does in the 
case -4 = Z) we have very good control. This suggests that we try extend the 
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structure theorem using a larger group than P, in order to have more chance 
to control K,(A). 

Let VC A be a group of units and let P, be the subgroup of St(A) 
generated by wlj(u) = x~~,~~-‘xfli. The image FV = #(Py) is a group of 
generalized permutation matrices. Our previous arguments extend almost 
verbatim to this context, and yield a structure theorem identical to 
Theorem 4.3 except that P is replaced by P, throughout. 

Now if K,(A) c P,, then there is a structure theorem for E(I1) identical to -- 
(4.1) except that L, P, U are replaced by L, P,,, 0. To see this, suppose 
x77&i+T&i,. Then krA’,u = I,(clr) A$, for some c E K,(A) c P,. Hence 
(A, II, A’,u) is equivalent to (A,, err, A’,,u,) and so (1, ,& I’# is equivalent to 
(I,, 75,. &is,). 

If we assume not only K,(A) c P, but also YC GL( 1, A) + K,(A) is onto, 
then we get a structure theorem for GL(A), based on p’,, the group of 
generalized permutation matrices generated by P and V c GL( 1, A) c GL(/I ). 
Indeed if IlrA’,u = 1, rr,Ai,~, , choose v E V so that x E t’-’ mod E(A). Then 
A(rr 0 v) A’,u = A,(n, @ V) IL;,u~ in E(A) and hence (A, 72 0 t’, A’p) is equivalent 
to (A,, x, @ u. 2’~). Multiplying by 1 @ v-’ E pV we obtain (A, rr, 2’~) 
equivalent to (A,, X, , 1’~). 
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